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To write this book we interviewed over a hundred students about their semester grades, college classes, and
coursework. We also spent many hours talking to instructors at high-level colleges, who told us what students
ought to be learning in order to succeed in their classes. We then analyzed the many ways students succeed or
fail in college classes, and drew conclusions from this data. From this we created a simple advice guide that is
as straight forward and realistic as possible. And with it, we hope to make your college career as pleasant and
as successful as possible. Contents Preface How To Become A Straight-A Student Chapter 1: Getting a good
start in college Chapter 2: Getting to know your teachers Chapter 3: Understanding how to succeed in college
Chapter 4: Taking tests and quizzes Chapter 5: Learning college math Chapter 6: Reading and studying for
tests Chapter 7: Remembering notes Chapter 8: Success in college papers Chapter 9: Getting the most out of
your textbook Chapter 10: Preparing for finals Chapter 11: Using the library and other resources Chapter 12:
Finding a good roommate Chapter 13: Getting help from professors and other students Chapter 14: Handling
your time Chapter 15: Adjusting to campus life Appendix: List of resources Author's Bibliography Index As
we approached the end of our teaching careers, we found that we both were teaching in colleges and
universities, and we found that many of our students complained that they didn't like the courses they were
taking in college. Many students come to college with the expectation that they will be taught all they need to
know. Instead they find that they have to read a book every week for an essay, a lab report, a test, a
presentation, and often more than one of these things in the same week. This book is an attempt to cut
through the hype, to tell students the truth about college life, about how to succeed in college, and about what
college is really like for the average student. I have always believed that there are two kinds of students: those
who take life easy and those who don't. The rest of this book is about the ones who don't take life easy. Our
purpose is to help these students not only succeed in college, but to make their
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How to be an A student: The unconventional strategies real college students use to score high by studying less
[Newport, CA] on Amazon.com. â–¶ï¸ All you have to do is add one book and three articles per month to
your bibliography. This is a book a year. Plus, you can buy articles for $5 or less, for as little as $20 a year.
You can buy everything. But if all you need to know is something about how to become an A student, this
won't work. It will be much more than one of these lists. As with most academic research, there is no simple
answer. But it's a good push to give it a try. fffad4f19a
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